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Abstract—Despite of the hope arised a few years ago, Content Based Image Retrieval - CBIR - systems has not reached the initial goal, ie to manage and search images in database: we are unable to link the semantic sens of an image to numerical values. However, some members of the community have begun the necessary introspection. The analyze of each step of the feature extraction will allow us to overcome actual problematics and to take the right path in the future. In this context, we propose in this paper to discuss about a low-level tool frequently used: the segmentation step. In the general context of scene images, we evaluate the stability of some classical algorithms using a basic protocol. The quite inefficiency of all approaches let us conclude to the necessity to use meta-data and any other collected informations during this first segmentation step.
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I. INTRODUCTION

To browse and query multimedia object, and specially images, in a database is one of the highest goal of the last decennary[1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. However, if some years ago the publication amount was very important, since the beginning of this millenary, the community seems globally less interested by this topic, even if, at the opposite, the industry still asks for systems, even more with the growth of private numerical images databases. Of course, the poor results obtained by Content Based Image Retrieval systems were confronted to the user expectancy and, right now, the main majority still use the old archiving method based on keywords.

The community of image retrieval by content using image processing algorithm is then actually separated in three parts. First, the negative mind : it does not work and we will never reach the generic image search by content. Secondly, the optimist mind, it is not so bad and we just have to continue in the same direction. In this case, many optimization or variant of existing algorithms are proposed but without erasing the problem, that is to say the final user’s dissatisfaction. The third way, the pragmatic way, is to consider that time is now to answer major questions as

- “Why it is not working as required ?”;
- “How improving the features extraction ?”;
- “What can we expect from the future approaches ?”.

To answer these questions in a terms of image processing, it needs foremost to make a concrete evaluation on all contributor tools in the image search path. In this paper, we will then discuss the segmentation step in the feature extraction chain, step frequently used in CBIR systems.

II. THE SEGMENTATION DEBATE

Many systems use segmentation to calculate image features[10], [11], [12]. In fact, the segmentation step is necessary to extract information from images. Indeed, how is it possible to find an object in an image without first extracting its own regions ? Several kinds of segmented region may be extracted according to the homogeneity predicates used: color, texture or else semantic criteria. Many approaches exist and many of them propose an adapted and optimized version of some well-known classical algorithms or other.

Even if a segmentation step is required in a feature extraction process, the expected results from this low level process still have to be discussed. Of course, if the segmentation was able to extract semantic regions, the discussion would be close. However, this is not the case and we can not expect from the future such an algorithm because of the underlying diversity. If we consider the semantic extraction impossible, we have to first estimate the robustness of this segmentation step in order to really select the suitable parameters during the feature extraction.

Nevertheless, at this point of research in image retrieval by content, the question of using or not using segmentation may be asked. And, in this case, which method or approach may be used. Whatever these interrogations are often inquired, few objective studies permit to answer it. Our goal in this paper is then to propose an objective evaluation of the stability of classical image segmentation process. Our goal is not to set up a new evaluation protocol but this paper must be considered as a ponctual step forward to overcome the use of segmentation algorithms in image retrieval by content. In the context of natural scene images, we will first merely measure the stability of some algorithms made for feature extraction, without judge the quality of segmentation itself.

III. EVALUATE SEGMENTATION STABILITY

A. Evaluation: an image retrieval point of view

Most of evaluation techniques of segmentation results measure one of the next two properties: ( [13], [14], [15],[16], [17], [18]).

- The difference from a reference segmentation, obtained generally manually;
- The segmentation quality, evaluated by intrinsic relation between segmented regions.

Nevertheless, these approaches are not adapted to our goal of segmentation evaluation in an image retrieval by content oriented context. The first way suppose the existence of a perfect segmentation of an image, which is really difficult in an exhaustive point of view. To catch the segmentation...
quality by evaluating intra and inter entropy is interesting in many contexts. But, criteria like the Borsotti[14] measure, do not yield enough information to the image retrieval segmentation problem. It does not need to measure the quality of region extraction but to measure how the segmentation step reach the expected results from the feature extraction chain. Then, we purpose to evaluate segmentation by two measures.

- **Mix coefficient**
  Measure the capacity of the segmentation process to extract an object from a background, ie if the segmentation process mixes the object with the background in a same region, it would be even more difficult to retrieve a posteriori this object.

- **Superposition rate**
  Measure the region extraction spatial stability of the segmentation process, ie, instead of evaluating the segmentation result, first already judge the capacity of the method to always extract the same spatial regions, independently of a background.

B. Evaluation protocol

1) **Overall schema:** Let first precise the protocol used for the evaluation. The figure 1 shows the overall schema. Let explain the different components.

- **The object**
  An object is chosen for the entire evaluation. The results is then object oriented and will, a priori, be dependent on the object complexity.

- **The reference**
  In order to extract a reference segmentation, we insert an object in a reference image and segment this image, as shown in figure 2. Finally we extract obtained regions. The choice of the reference image, ie a color chart, will of course impact the results. Anyway, our experiences with many different backgrounds have shown that the few modification obtained permit, in this discussion, to retain only one background.

2) **MC: Mix Coefficient:** Let $Y = \bigcup_{j=1}^{n} Y_j$ a segmentation of the object $X$. $\bar{X}$ the complementary part, ie the part of the image not recovered by the object $X$. Then the Mix Coefficient is defined by :

$$MC = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{n} (\text{Card}(Y_j \cap X) \times \delta_j)}{\text{Card}(X)}$$

with:

$$\delta_j = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } \frac{\text{Card}(Y_j \cap \bar{X})}{\text{Card}(Y_j)} \geq \tau \\ 0 & \text{Else} \end{cases}$$

$t$ is a threshold, set to 5%, that enable a region to have a part of pixels mixed in the background without be considered as mixed.

3) **RnS: Rate of no Superposition:** Let $Y = \bigcup_{j=1}^{n} Y_j$ a segmentation of the object $X$, $X = \bigcup_{j=1}^{m} X_j$ the reference segmentation obtained as shown in the figure 2 and $N$ the size of $X$. Let $G$ the following bipartite graph :

- $(Y_j)_{1 \leq j \leq n}$ and $(X_j)_{1 \leq j \leq m}$ as vertices
- Edges are set to the surface (in pixels) superposition between regions of $Y$ and regions of $X$.

Applying a bipartite maximum weighted matching we build then a set $C$ of $k$ couples. $C_i$ is then defined as the number of pixels of the matched regions in $X$ and $Y$.

Then the Rate of no Superposition is defined by:

$$RnS = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{k} C_i}{N}$$
4) **Tested segmentation algorithms:** We have selected 5 segmentation algorithms, two spatial and three color-based ones. They represent the diversity of all segmentation approaches in CBIR systems. For some kind of approaches, we have implemented several specific versions, designed for natural scene images. However, it is noticeable that the results are usually equivalent between image retrieval designed versions and the classical one. Let first describe briefly these methods:

- **WaterShed**
  Results are shown using the De Andrade and Al version[19].

- **Pyramid**
  This kind of methods [20], [21] are used to be fast and efficient. We have implemented a linked pyramid, designed for natural images.

- **Clustering**
  K-means clustering[22] is often considered as a reference. We have implemented for this study the Liew and Al’s version [23].

- **MeanShift**
  We use the wellknown Meanshift algorithm application to image segmentation by Comaniciu and Meer[24].

- **Histogram**
  To stand for these classical techniques and the many variant[25], [26] we have applied here the hierarchical Cheng’s approach[27].

**C. First results**

First of all, we need to measure the stability of each method according to the context an object based on several colors and textures, like the the parrot picture shown in figure 4. This “object” is also complex considering a shape point of view. We then applied the protocol as previously described and the results are given in the table I.

![Fig. 4. The parrot object](image)

The first interpretation of these data is the unexpected poor quality of the results. Let examine separately the two measures:

- **The Mix Coefficient** is a lot varying from 8%, for Meanshift to 34%, for pyramid. Less than 10% seems a small value, but it means than quite 10% of the object is lost. The figure 5 illustrates what may be 15% and 20% of pixels mixed with the background. Shape retrieval may be very difficult or impossible, even if only 15% of object surface is lost! Moreover, the way the object is inserted in the images, without post-processing for example, must normally make easier the detection as strong contours between object and background are artificially created. Visually at least, it was easy to separate the object from the background.

- **The Rate of No Superposition** is varying from 32% to 49%. It means that, in average, more than a third of the parrot is not covered by a match between the reference segmentation and the evaluated segmentation. We can note here that we obtained equivalent measures changing the color chart background reference with another one. The high values of this measure show than stability of segmentation algorithms is not sufficient. The partition of the parrot is too strongly influenced by the context in order to be positive regarding the post recognition step.

Globally, these results are always obtained using the same object, without altering it via compression, scale or other perturbation processes. This is yet the best suitable case in an image retrieval process. And even in this simply case, no segmentation approaches would be sufficient enough to recognize the object in each image. It means that, to find a parrot, actual segmentation techniques are unadapted.

**D. Simpler objects**

Of course, only the results are presented in this study but we applied our protocol to several objects, chosen according to their different complexity in color, shape or texture. Then, the results are globally the same as in the parrot case. Finally, we propose two new objects, less complex, ie a mango and a lemon. These two objets are shown in figure 6.

![Fig. 5. Examples where 15% and 20% of pixels are lost in the parrot image](image)

The tables II and III show the obtained results. We can conclude that, in a completely surprising way, the results are not improved as regards the parrot object. Nonetheless, results are worst for the Rate of no Superposition. It would say that the complexity of object does not have linear relation with the stability of the segmentation. Some other results, not given here, with other objects confirm this hypothesis.

![Fig. 6. The lemon and the mango examples](image)
Consider properties like:

- new oriented-segmentation algorithms which will be able to be more adapted according to the context, why not imagine the concerned image. Moreover, as each method seems to interpret the information contained in the image. The retained only know the information (X,Y, Colour) is not enough to segmentation techniques? An algorithm can not be efficient query image retrieval, which is much more difficult, using post recognition step. Then, how believe into achieving a inserted in scene images. The obtained values are so far from the minimal expected results, from what we can built on a post recognition step. Then, how believe into achieving a query image retrieval, which is much more difficult, using segmentation techniques? An algorithm can not be efficient to segment an image if it is no adapted to this other one. To only know the information (X,Y, Colour) is not enough to interpret the information contained in the image. The retained results given in this study seem to be sufficient to show that it will not be sufficient to simply continue with only proposing new general algorithms in order to improve content-based retrieval. To afford the segmentation, other informations than the image itself have to be linked to the process.

To segment an image, the algorithm must be adapted to the concerned image. Moreover, as each method seems to be more adapted according to the context, why not imagine to create different results with different approaches for each image? More precisely, our future works will be to construct new oriented-segmentation algorithms which will be able to consider properties like:

- **Meta Data**
  
  Many meta information are stored in the image archiving format, like EXIF in JPEG images. A link has to be made between these informations, like the focus or the flash flag, and the intrinsic parameters of the segmentation algorithm.

- **Keywords**
  
  If an image is already described by some keywords, these one may be relatively informative to configure parameters of the segmentation.

- **Estimable properties**
  
  We are able to estimate directly informations from an image, like “indoor/outdoor” or “blur/No blur”. These computed properties, even if not absolute, may guide the segmentation process.

- **What we search**
  
  To know what we search have to be taking account in the region extraction. To search an object or a global impression can not concern the same segmentation algorithm.

We have then listed some future works in order to improve the segmentation process itself but these points suppose the capability to manage global information systems in order to answer favorably to the growing demand.

### IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

To conclude, lets indicate that the results presented in this study are extracted from a more complex protocol in order to achieve an objective evaluation of the segmentation process in a content-based retrieval approach. Nevertheless, all the data are difficult to be analyzed and we have then chosen to be focused on more significant ones. The implemented segmentation methods give very poor results on an even so easy task, that is to say to extract an object artificially inserted in scene images. The obtained values are so far from the minimal expected results, from what we can built on a post recognition step.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>MC</th>
<th>RaS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WaterShed</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyramid</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clustering</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeanShift</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histogram</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>MC</th>
<th>RaS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WaterShed</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyramid</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clustering</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeanShift</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histogram</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To conclude, lets indicate that the results presented in this study are extracted from a more complex protocol in order to achieve an objective evaluation of the segmentation process in a content-based retrieval approach. Nevertheless, all the data are difficult to be analyzed and we have then chosen to be focused on more significant ones. The implemented segmentation methods give very poor results on an even so easy task, that is to say to extract an object artificially inserted in scene images. The obtained values are so far from the minimal expected results, from what we can built on a post recognition step.

- **Meta Data**
  
  Many meta information are stored in the image archiving format, like EXIF in JPEG images. A link has to be made between these informations, like the focus or the flash flag, and the intrinsic parameters of the segmentation algorithm.

- **Keywords**
  
  If an image is already described by some keywords, these one may be relatively informative to configure parameters of the segmentation.

- **Estimable properties**
  
  We are able to estimate directly informations from an image, like “indoor/outdoor” or “blur/No blur”. These computed properties, even if not absolute, may guide the segmentation process.

- **What we search**
  
  To know what we search have to be taking account in the region extraction. To search an object or a global impression can not concern the same segmentation algorithm.

We have then listed some future works in order to improve the segmentation process itself but these points suppose the capability to manage global information systems in order to answer favorably to the growing demand.
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